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Abstract: Present work investigates the potential of a long-range commercial blended wing body
configuration powered by hydrogen combustion engines with future airframe and propulsion tech-
nologies. Future technologies include advanced materials, load alleviation techniques, boundary
layer ingestion, and ultra-high bypass ratio engines. The hydrogen combustion configuration was
compared to the configuration powered by kerosene with respect to geometric properties, perfor-
mance characteristics, energy demand, equivalent CO2 emissions, and Direct Operating Costs. In
addition, technology sensitivity studies were performed to assess the potential influence of each
technology on the configuration. A multi-fidelity sizing methodology using low- and mid-fidelity
methods for rapid configuration sizing was created to assess the configuration and perform robust
analyses and multi-disciplinary optimizations. To assess potential uncertainties of the fidelity of
aerodynamic analysis tools, high-fidelity aerodynamic analysis and optimization framework MACH-
Aero was used for additional verification. Comparison of hydrogen and kerosene blended wing
body aircraft showed a potential reduction of equivalent CO2 emission by 15% and 81% for blue and
green hydrogen compared to the kerosene blended wing body and by 44% and 88% with respect to a
conventional B777-300ER aircraft. Advancements in future technologies also significantly affect the
geometric layout of aircraft. Boundary layer ingestion and ultra-high bypass ratio engines demon-
strated the highest potential for fuel reduction, although both technologies conflict with each other.
However, operating costs of hydrogen aircraft could establish a significant problem if pessimistic
and base hydrogen price scenarios are achieved for blue and green hydrogen respectively. Finally,
configurational problems featured by classical blended wing body aircraft are magnified for the
hydrogen case due to the significant volume requirements to store hydrogen fuel.

Keywords: blended wing body; aircraft design; sustainable aviation; multidisciplinary design
optimization; aircraft performance

1. Introduction

Significant climate changes and potential environmental impacts due to increased
transportation in the near future have motivated many industries to reduce emissions. As a
major transportation method, the aviation industry has also established the goal of reducing
the emissions of new generations of aircraft. Improvements in current airframe and engine
technologies continue increasing aircraft efficiency and reducing their overall emissions.
However, a potential increase in air transportation may still substantially increase overall
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emissions, even if existing technologies reach their maximum efficiencies. The European
Commission [1] proposed challenging goals toward more sustainable aviation of the future.
Particularly, it is desired to achieve a net-zero CO2 emission for intra-EU flights and those
departing the EU, 90% reduction in NOx emissions, warming contrail cirrus, and the overall
climate impact from CO2 and non-CO2 effects relative to the year 2000. Given goals are
unlikely to be met using existing technologies and aircraft concepts, so the development
of alternative environmentally friendly energy sources, new aircraft configurations, novel
airframe and energy network technologies, and more sustainable flight mission profiles are
required to significantly reduce aircraft emissions.

Unconventional aircraft configurations play a particularly important role in achieving
more sustainable aviation. Future configurations may not only improve the aircraft’s
performance itself, but they may also further motivate or mitigate an introduction of
particular technologies that could also improve the aircraft’s sustainability. Among various
configurations, the blended wing body is still considered to be one of the promising
configurations that may enable more sustainable and energy-efficient aircraft.

Extensive research related to the capabilities of BWB configuration from the overall
design perspective has been done by many researchers. Liebeck [2] performed a detailed
conceptual analysis of BWB configurations for future commercial aircraft and suggested
various important design aspects. Chen [3] also performed a comprehensive review of
various BWB configurations, compared their characteristics, and summarized important
aspects necessary for the design. Okonkwo [4] performed a review of BWB aircraft devel-
oped at that time and indicated the benefits and challenges of the configuration as well
as possible research directions. Brown [5], van Dommelen [6], and Dorsey [7] performed
different design space exploration exercises and recommended boundaries of different
BWB architectures for various mission profiles. Scholz [8] conducted an extensive study of a
BWB configuration from a concept to the wind tunnel test model and a flight test prototype.

Along with the capabilities of the BWB configuration, a number of different sizing
methodologies were introduced to conceptually size a BWB aircraft. Bradley [9] introduced
a cabin sizing methodology and a weight estimation method for BWB aircraft used in the
FLOPS program. Hansen [10] extended an existing aircraft design tool PrADO to analyze
various BWB aircraft. There, physics-based weight estimation methods, FEA, and panel
methods were implemented to size the aircraft and mitigate uncertainties related to the
unconventional nature of the configuration. Sgueglia [11] demonstrated a multi-fidelity
sizing methodology of BWB aircraft with distributed propulsion where an initial constraint
analysis, iteration loops for weights and planform convergence, an MDO framework using
OpenMDAO [12], and high-fidelity tools such as RANS and FEA were used to size a BWB
with distributed propulsion. Brown [5] introduced a comprehensive sizing methodology for
kerosene BWB aircraft. The methodology includes a detailed approach to the planform and
cabin shaping, including a three-dimensional parametric geometric model. A low-fidelity
aerodynamic and weight models were used for the design, and results were compared to
reference aircraft for validation.

Although a lot of research activity has been performed in the direction of a classi-
cal kerosene-powered BWB configuration, limited publically available research has been
done in the direction of hydrogen-powered BWB aircraft. Seeckt [13] performed an initial
comparison between the tube-and-wing and BWB freighter aircraft powered by liquid
hydrogen and indicated no clear superiority of the configuration compared to the hy-
drogen tube-and-wing aircraft. Guynn [14] evaluated the potential capabilities of BWB
aircraft powered by fuel cells and concluded that future technologies are necessary to
make a given configuration feasible. Finally, Westenberger [15] compared various airplane
configurations for future mid-range aircraft, including a BWB configuration, and did not
report any positive output compared to conventional configurations, if current technologies
are considered.

On the other hand, one or several future airframe and propulsion technologies may
make the configuration more attractive and maximize the emission reduction via a syner-
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gistic interaction between the propulsion system emission reduction and a more efficient
airframe. Therefore, the present research focuses on an assessment of potential hydrogen-
powered BWB aircraft with promising future airframe and propulsion technologies con-
sidered within the SE2A Excellence cluster. The research is divided into several parts.
Section 2 briefly summarizes technologies considered for the present research. Section 3
describes an initial sizing methodology for the hydrogen-powered BWB aircraft and points
out important deviations from a kerosene-powered configuration sizing. Section 4 demon-
strates the results of the comparative assessment between the kerosene and hydrogen BWB
configurations and also presents technology sensitivity studies. Finally, Section 5 describes
an aerodynamic verification study to mitigate uncertainties related to the limitation of the
low-fidelity analysis.

2. Summary of Future Airframe and Propulsion Technologies

The present section describes general considerations of novel airframe and propulsion
technologies that could be potentially implemented in future aircraft and summarizes
previous findings and estimates of their impact. Given review will help define estimates
used for the present work that are described in the following section.

2.1. Load Alleviation

Load alleviation summarizes various methods to reduce the wing bending moment
using passive or active approaches. The reduction of maximum bending moment reduces
loads on the wing and allows to design of a lighter structure or increases the service life
of the airframe. Ideally, future load alleviation techniques may even allow the wing to be
designed for lower-limit load factors, which will improve aircraft fuel efficiency. Figure 1
schematically describes load alleviation technologies considered for the present work.

Passive load alleviation solutions consider a nonlinear stiffness material design [16],
viscoelastic damping design, new structural concepts [17,18], and locally morphing struc-
tures [19]. Nonlinear stiffness materials may improve the load distribution on the wing
under low load cases and improve performance efficiency under those conditions. For
viscoelastic damping composites, the viscoelastic layer experiences shear deformations
under vibration loads due to gusts or flight maneuvers, which dissipates some portion of
the vibration energy. Therefore, the structure can be designed for lower limit loads. Finally,
both new structural concepts and local morphing structures aim to extend the aeroelastic
design space and enable lighter structural design.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of various future technologies for load alleviation [20]. (a) Locally
morphing structures; (b) Viscoelastic composites; (c) Nonlinear stiffness materials; (d) Various options
of active load alleviations.
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The wing active load alleviation uses different types of flow control over the wing to
achieve a more favorable wing load distribution and reduce the wing bending moment.
Although given technology is being used in modern commercial aircraft, new advanced
options are being investigated. Many researchers have approached the design of active
load alleviation from a control perspective [21–24]. Moreover, active load alleviation could
also be achieved by fluidic or micro-mechanical flow actuators that could enable more
rapid response and, therefore, more efficient load alleviation capabilities [25].

2.2. Advanced Materials

Novel materials and advances in manufacturing are being developed to improve the
aircraft structure in terms of stiffness and mass and introduce more unconventional struc-
tural concepts, that fit the particular requirements of unconventional aircraft. Moreover,
more sustainable materials may also reduce the overall emission along the life cycle of an
aircraft and further improve the sustainability of the aviation sector.

One promising direction in material development is related to the generation of hybrid
materials based on carbon nanotubes (CNT) and nanofibers (CNF). The atomic structure
of carbon nanotubes is shown in Figure 2a. Currently, carbon nanotubes are considered
to be the strongest and stuffiest materials in terms of tensile strength and elastic modulus.
Moreover, the specific strength of CNT can be up to 300 times higher than high-carbon steels,
which may give an extraordinary combination of strength, stiffness, and low weight, which
is necessary for aircraft structures [26,27]. Therefore, developments in hybrid materials
with CNT and CNF may significantly affect future aircraft airframe structures, although
the development of CNT-based materials is challenging.

Another promising direction in advanced materials and structures is related to the
development of composite materials using a tow-steering approach. Unlike conventional
layups, where each layup has a particular constant orientation angle, layers of tow-steered
composites can be laid in a way, that fibers can follow a curved path, as schematically
shown in Figure 2b. Such a change in composite manufacturing can provide a more optimal
distribution of loads along the structure, mitigate stress concentrations at discontinuities,
such as holes, and can further improve capabilities to tailor the structure for more optimal
performance [28]. Brooks [29] performed the wing aerostructural optimization to investi-
gate possible improvements in the aircraft mass and fuel burn if tow-steered composites
are used. Results demonstrated a potential structural mass reduction of 24% compared to
conventional composite materials. Stanford performed a comprehensive study of a CRM
wing using tow-steered composites to investigate potential steering options, demonstrating
relationships between characteristics of core laminate and the steering path as coupled
drivers of aeroelastic behavior [30].

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Schematic representations of technologies considered for advanced materials. (a) Atom
structure of carbon nanotubes [31]; (b) Tow steered composites [32].
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Based on the current and expected performance of new materials and manufacturing
techniques, the forecast of the NASA N+3 project [33] reported the potential reduction of
the airframe mass by 30% if the desired composite performance is reached.

2.3. Ultra-High Bypass Ratio Turbofan Engines

Among several engine technologies, the increase in the bypass ratio may have a sub-
stantial fuel consumption improvement, and numerous research projects have considered
its impact. Daggett [34] studied several geared turbofan engines of different diameters and
bypass ratios with a variable bypass nozzle and advanced counter-rotating turbofan engine
for a Boeing 777-200 aircraft. The results showed a 14% reduction in SFC compared to
conventional turbofan engines. Hornung [35] conducted a study where ultra-high bypass
ratio turbofan (UHBPR) engines with three-spool direct drive and two-spool geared archi-
tectures were compared to conventional turbofan engines with the technology level of the
year 2000. 26.7% and 32.2% improvements in block fuel were obtained for the three-spool
direct-drive and two-spool geared architectures, respectively. Giesecke [36] performed a
comparative study of conventional and geared UHBPR engines for a single-aisle aircraft
with an active high-lift system. The comparative study included a conceptual design of
the reference engine with a BPR of 5 and the geared turbofan with a BPR of 17. Results
demonstrated a 21% reduction in SFC for the cruise flight phase and more than 40% SFC
reduction for the take-off and landing phases.

2.4. Boundary Layer Ingestion

Boundary layer ingestion improves fuel efficiency by ingesting the boundary layer
into the engine and creating a more momentum difference (or thrust) at the same power
input. In other words, ingesting the boundary layer re-energizes the wake produced by
airframe components and reduces the overall energy loss. As a result, energy efficiency
improvement affects the engine’s required power and improves the overall aircraft-specific
fuel consumption. Extensive information about the methods of BLI modeling, analyses, and
its potential benefits from the aircraft design standpoint is provided in various references.
Results of the rear fuselage shape optimization performed by Gray [37] estimate the value
of the power saving coefficient of up to 5%. Seitz [38] estimated a 4.7% fuel burn reduction
for a long-range commercial aircraft with the aft-mounted engine with BLI. The parallel
compressor model developed by Budziszewski and Voigt [39,40] estimates the PSC value
of up to 3.4% for configurations with and without active flow laminarization. Uranga [41]
estimated a PSC of 13% for the D8 double-bubble configuration. Blumenthal [42] performed
high-fidelity CFD analyses of an aircraft with and without an aft-mounted BLI engine.
Results showed a 15.6% reduction in cruise power requirements and eighteen drag counts
reduction in drag for the BLI model compared to the conventional one. Engine configuration
studies of the blended wing body aircraft performed by Kawai [43] also demonstrated a
potential reduction in fuel burn of up to 10% depending on the BLI inlet shape.

3. Initial Sizing Methodology

The initial sizing methodology presented in this work is based on the approach used
for tube-and-wing aircraft described in Refs. [44,45]. The initially developed toolchain
is modified and extended to be able to size kerosene and hydrogen BWB aircraft. In
this work, a derivation of the hydrogen BWB aircraft from a kerosene one is shown to
emphasize critical sizing aspects of the BWB and further indicate their effects on the overall
BWB configuration. The initial sizing methodology is divided into two major modules
shown in Figure 3. The first step includes an iterative sizing of the aircraft using the
constraint diagram and the mission analysis capability added into the general version of
SUAVE [46]. The module helps initialize the configuration and perform the initial design
space exploration to understand common trends of the configuration, understand the
boundaries of the design, and isolate the design space for further sizing. The second step
involves refinements of the first sizing step to resolve aspects unavailable during the first
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step. Analyses include more detailed performance analysis, more detailed aerodynamic
studies, more sophisticated assessments of aircraft stability and control, and a multi-fidelity
optimization framework. The optimization framework includes both low- and high-fidelity
capabilities to further improve the configuration and mitigate uncertainties related to low-
fidelity methods used at the first sizing step. Methods available in the second sizing step
formulate an ‘Analysis and Optimization block’ from which some modules are used for the
initial sizing block or for external solution packages. The section describes several critical
aspects of the sizing framework: geometric parametrization of BWB configurations for
the initial sizing, methods used for the initial sizing, and important aspects of the design
refinement block critical for the BWB.

Figure 3. Initial sizing framework diagram. Reds line represent global data flow, blue lines show
local data flow, and green lines show exchanges of solution modules.

3.1. Constraint Analysis Module

The constraint analysis module shown in Figure 3 includes several steps. The module
requires a set of top-level requirements, a mission profile, an initial configuration and its
geometric parameterization algorithm, initial weight estimation, and information about
critical assumptions or methods related to particular design aspects or technologies. After
providing all necessary initial information, the sizing sequence is initiated. After the
Initial Sizing block receives inputs, the first constraint diagram is created based on selected
constraints. The equations defined by Gudmundsson [47] and Loftin [48] are used to
calculate the constraint diagram of the BWB. Aerodynamic coefficients required for the
constraint analysis and effect of high-lift devices are initially estimated by the designer and
are then updated at each iteration after the SUAVE analysis using embedded low-fidelity
methods described by Gudmundsson [47] and Torenbeek [49]. The thrust lapse model of
Howe [50] was used to estimate the effects of speed and altitude on engine performance.
After the set of design constraints is calculated for a sweep of wing loadings, the designer
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chooses a design wing loading W/S and a thrust-to-weight ratio T/W that will be used
for the resizing of the aircraft. The initial configuration prescribed as an initial input is
used for the mission analysis, which divides the mission profile into segments and solves
the system of equations of motions for a steady balanced flight [46]. Take-off and landing
performance characteristics are calculated using low-fidelity physics-based performance
methods. Required fuel burn obtained after the mission analysis is passed into the weight
estimation block to update aircraft weights. The calculated new value of the maximum take-
off mass (MTOM) is compared to the initial estimate to determine the solution convergence.
If the convergence is not reached, then the aircraft wing area is updated using the given
values of MTOM and W/S, and the planform is automatically resized. The engine available
thrust is updated based on the prescribed value of T/W and weights calculated before.
A resized planform along with updated aerodynamic characteristics obtained during the
mission analysis is input into the constraint analysis again to update all constraints and
adjust the design point to repeat the process, while updated weights, geometry, and engine
are used for the new mission analysis iteration. Otherwise, if the required tolerance value
is reached, then the initial sizing step is finished and the configuration is passed into the
Analysis and Optimization block. A given framework is rather flexible and independent of
the configuration considered if appropriate geometric parametrization and analysis tools
are used. Therefore, the most important initial sizing aspect is related to proper geometric
parametrization of the BWB to ensure a balance between the number of parameters and
design flexibility.

Geometric Parametrization

To achieve an automatic sizing of the BWB configuration using the constraint analysis,
an appropriate geometric model needs to be established. The biggest challenge is related
to the fact that the parametrization needs to be robust and include as few variables as
possible to perform a rather rapid initial sizing and trade studies with an appropriate level
of design flexibility, so a good initial guess is established. The formulation of the hydrogen
combustion BWB sizing is generally derived from the kerosene BWB approach relatively
similar to the work of Sgueglia [11] with specific parametrization modifications. Therefore,
the geometric parametrization of the kerosene BWB is provided first as a reference, while
the hydrogen planform derivations are described below as a general extension of the
generic capability. Figure 4 shows parametrized BWB planforms for the kerosene and LH2
configurations. For both configurations, the planform is divided into three major segments:
the inner wing segment Sin, which includes the aircraft cabin, the cockpit segment Scockpit,
which accounts for the cockpit and a smooth transition from it to the main cabin, and the
outer wing segment Sout. The outer portion includes the outer straight tapered portion
and the transition portion, which provide the connection between the inner and the outer
straight tapered portions. The aircraft planform area is then defined by

Sre f = Scockpit + Sin + Sout (1)

The inner wing, the outer wing, and the transition portion are defined as trapezoid segments
for simplicity of the analysis, while the cockpit segment is a small triangular extension
of the inner wing. The planform can be fully defined if all segment chord lengths, spans,
and sweep angles are determined. However, if no constraints or initial assumptions are
prescribed, then it becomes rather complicated to perform the initial aircraft sizing due to a
large number of variables. Therefore, multiple design assumptions were made to reduce
the number of planform unknowns without losing the design flexibility:

1. The inner wing responsible for the cabin part and the transition portion of the outer
wing segment have a similar leading edge sweep Λ1

2. The inner wing trailing edge sweep angle was assumed to be equal to zero to simplify
the sizing based on the aircraft cabin dimensions.

3. The rear bulkhead of the cabin segment is parallel to the segment trailing edge.
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(a) Kerosene BWB (b) LH2 BWB

Figure 4. Parametrization of kerosene and hydrogen BWB planforms.

Kerosene BWB Geometric Sizing

As was mentioned previously, the kerosene BWB geometric parameterization is pre-
sented in this work as a reference with respect to which the hydrogen BWB will be compared.
The planform sizing of both BWB types is divided into several steps.

First, the aircraft cabin is sized. Figure 5a shows the schematic cabin representation
described by Bradley [9].

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Schematic cabin top and side views. (a) Cabin bays distribution. Adapted from [9]; (b) BWB
cross-section and fuel tank integration.

The cabin is divided into multiple bays that consist of several abreast seats and the
aisle. Knowing the bay width, the number of bays, and the cabin leading edge sweep Λ1,
the total cabin length of all combined bays is defined by

Ltot = nLw +
w
2

tan Λ1

n

∑
i=1

(i− 1) (2)

where n is the number of bays, Lw is the side wall cabin length, and w is the bay width. Ltot
is the total bay length of the cabin defined similarly to the reference conventional tube-and-
wing aircraft and may also account for the extra length of additional aisles between bays of
the BWB. Equation (2) is solved for Lw and the inner cabin wall length L0 is found by
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L0 = Lw + b0 tan Λ1 (3)

b0 = w · n (4)

After the cabin is sized using input and obtained information, the cockpit segment can
be defined based on cabin inputs. The input of the cockpit segment length Lc is required to
define the segment size. Knowing the segment extension length and the cabin dimensions,
the cabin sweep Λ0 can be computed.

The upper and lower thicknesses of airfoil sections within the cabin depend on the
designer’s input and the sizing of other systems. A sample section along the inner wing
segment is shown in Figure 5b. The thickness of the upper half of the airfoil is defined
based on the cabin height requirements. For the lower half-thickness, the baggage volume
and the volume required for the landing gear (where needed) determine the minimum
possible thickness. By constraining the baggage compartment span along the wing to be no
more than the inner wing span and defining the chord ratios devoted to the landing gear,
the planform area available for the baggage is obtained. Depending on the baggage volume
requirements, the baggage compartment height is obtained, which determines the lower
half’s relative thickness. Note that the minimum required thickness per half of the airfoil
is obtained not at the thickest airfoil point but at the location where the relative airfoil
half-thickness is the lowest, as shown in Figure 5b. Then the maximum half-thickness of
the section can be obtained by scaling the actual thickness at the lowest point with respect
to the reference airfoil selected by the designer. Finally, the total airfoil section thickness
along the cabin is obtained by adding the upper and the lower maximum half thicknesses.

After the cabin and the cockpit are sized, the rest of the wing planform can be obtained.
Multiple parameters are required before sizing the planform: the wing aspect ratio AR,
reference area Sre f , the rear pressure bulkhead location at the cabin root section with respect
to the chord x/crs, the ratio of the transition portion of the wing with respect to the full
span kb, the outer wing sweep angle Λ2, airfoil profiles along segment sections, and the
outer wing taper ratio λ. Then, the total wingspan and the outer wingspan are found by

b =
√

AR · Sre f (5)

bw =
b
2
− b0 − b1 =

b
2
− b0 −

kbb
2

(6)

Then, the inner wing area Sin is found using the information about the rear pressure
bulkhead location along the cabin section. The cabin root chord C0 and the cabin side wall
chord Cw are found by

C0 =
L0

x/crs
(7)

Cw = C0 − b0 tan Λ1 (8)

Knowing the inner wing chord lengths and the local span, the outer wing area can be
obtained. The outer wing is also split into the transition and the outer wing portions, so the
outer wing is defined by

Sout =
Sre f

2
− Sin − Scockpit =

Sre f

2
− C0 + Cw

2
b0 −

Lc

2
b0 =

Cw + Cr

2
b1 +

Cr(1 + λ)

2
bw (9)

where λ is the taper ratio between Cr and Ct. Equation (9) is solver for Cr to obtain the
following relation

Cr =
Sre f − (C0 + Cw)b0 − Cwb1 − Lcb0

b1 + (1 + λ)bw
(10)

The tip chord is found by
Ct = λCr (11)
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Finally, if the fuel mass is defined, the fuel tank available volume can be found by
computing volumes of the transition and outer wing portions devoted to the fuel from
planform and airfoil data and a relative position of the landing gear.

Hydrogen BWB Geometric Sizing

In the case of hydrogen BWB aircraft, the sizing procedure differs from the kerosene-
powered one. Therefore, two sizing modifications were introduced for the hydrogen-driven
BWB: a planform modification to extend the fuel tank segment to occupy more fuel and the
fuel tank sizing procedure.

Figure 4b shows a sample hydrogen BWB planform diagram. Unlike the conventional
BWB planform described above, an additional hydrogen fuel tank segment was included
in the BWB sizing. The straight tapered wing portion is then defined by

bw =
b
2
− b0 −

kbLH2 b
2
− b1 =

b
2
− b0 −

kbLH2 b
2
−

kb1 b
2

(12)

where bLH2 is the fuel tank segment span and kbLH2 and kb1 are span fractions of the fuel
tank and the transition wing portions, respectively. Assuming that the BWB rear pressure
bulkhead remains parallel to the inner wing trailing edge, the fuel tank segment can be
included in the inner wing portion definition along with the cabin segment, so the outer
wing area becomes

Sout =
Sre f

2
− C0 + Cw

2

(
b0 +

kbLH2 b
2

)
− Lc

2
b0 (13)

The expression derived in Equation (13) is then used as a left-hand side of Equation (9),
while the right-hand side remains similar to the kerosene configuration. Finally, the
modified equation is solved for the root chord and the expression is defined by

Cr =

Sre f − (C0 + Cw)

(
b0 +

kbLH2 b
2

)
− Cwb1 − Lcb0

b1 + (1 + λ)bw
(14)

The fuel tank sizing for the hydrogen BWB aircraft significantly differs from the
kerosene-powered BWB due to specific requirements to carry hydrogen. Since the fuel tank
compartment highly deviates from a cylindrical shape and potentially creates significant
limitations to embedding an integral set of fuel tanks, multiple cylindrical non-integral
tanks were considered in the present work. However, as a part of the planform sizing, a
required number of fuel tanks must be determined so the planform shape has a sufficient
amount of volume to allocate the fuel.

In Figure 4b, the fuel for the hydrogen BWB is located only in the transition portion
of the wing due to the low thickness of the outer wing portion. The compartment is split
into several cylindrical tanks. The selection of cylindrical tanks is driven by the design
flexibility of the planform and a potentially significant difference between the transition
portion thicknesses at its root and tip. Since the segment is rather slender, the option of the
elliptical tank may lead to excessive weight penalties. A separate hydrogen fuel tank study
related to a more optimal tank shape for the BWB needs to be conducted to determine if a
set of elliptical tanks can be a more convenient option with respect to the aircraft volume
available for the fuel. For the present work, it was decided to use multiple cylindrical tanks
as a more conventional design option.

To determine the available fuel volume, the number of fuel tanks needs to be deter-
mined. Figure 6 shows the BWB cross-section with fuel tanks embedded into the transition
portion. The transition portion cross-section is simplistically defined by two straight lines
that connect the inner segment and the outer wing portion. The lines are given by functions
f1 and f2 and have dihedral angles of Γ1 and Γ2. The transition portion can be divided into
several trapezoid cells ABCD, as shown in Figure 6, where one fuel tank is inscribed into
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each cell. However, it is unknown how many cells can be included in the segment and
which diameter each tank will have. The solution for the given question starts from the
cabin side wall, where the initial diameter of the tank Di is defined. The condition which
enables the circle inscription into the trapezoid is defined by

AB + DC = AD + BC (15)

Figure 6. Hydrogen BWB front cross-section view. Red lines represent the actual geometric shape
while the black lines show a simplified shape.

Each side can be described in Equation (15) as a function of the tank diameter. The
upper and lower sides of the trapezoid are defined by

AD =
Di

cos Γ1
(16)

BC =
Di

cos Γ2
(17)

Lengths of the cell side walls are defined by

AB = f1(Yi)− f2(Yi) (18)

DC = f1(Yi + Di)− f2(Yi + Di) (19)

Assuming the initial tank diameter value and plugging Equations (16)–(19) into Equation (15),
the satisfaction of the geometric condition can be checked. Since the initial diameter is not the
correct solution, Equation (15) will have an error εd which is a sum of required changes in
lengths of the upper and lower sides to fit the circle. So, the error is defined by

εD = ∆AD + ∆BC = AB + DC− AD− BC (20)

where incremental length changes ∆AD and ∆BC can also be defined as functions of the
required change of the tank diameter, so

∆AD =
∆Di

cos Γ1
(21)

∆BC =
∆Di

cos Γ2
(22)

Changes in upper and lower side lengths can also be modified by manipulating
Equations (21) and (22) to have the following form

εD = ∆AD + ∆BC = ∆AD
(

1 +
∆BC
∆AD

)
= ∆AD

(
1 +

cos Γ1

cos Γ2

)
(23)

Equation (23) is solved for ∆AD and Equation (21) is used to obtain the change in the tank
diameter ∆Di. Finally, the new tank diameter becomes

Di+1 = Di + ∆Di (24)
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Observing Equation (23), the relative error changes with the new tank diameter, so
the iterative solution is required to converge to the final tank diameter. A similar sizing
approach is repeated for as many tanks as possible, so the transition portion of the wing is
fully filled with the number of potential fuel tanks Ntanks.

Finally, unnecessary tanks are excluded depending on the required fuel volume, or
more span is added to the transition portion to ensure that the required fuel can be stored.
Note that the available thickness for fuel tanks is determined similarly to the kerosene
aircraft, where the available thickness is computed at minimum half-thickness locations on
top and bottom halves of the wing, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Cabin segment cross-section.

3.2. Constraint Analysis

The equations defined by Gudmundsson [47] and Loftin [48] are used to calculate
the constraint diagram of the BWB. Aerodynamic coefficients required for the constraint
analysis and effect of high-lift devices are initially estimated by the designer and are then
updated at each iteration after the SUAVE analysis using embedded low-fidelity methods
described in the following subsection. The thrust lapse model of Howe [50] was used to
estimate the effects of speed and altitude on engine performance.

3.2.1. Aerodynamic Analysis

Aerodynamic analysis of the BWB aircraft at the initial sizing step was performed using
low-fidelity tools. Aircraft lift was calculated using the AVL vortex-lattice method [51]. The
drag of the aircraft was estimated using the component drag breakdown method, where
the total drag is defined by

CD = CDp + CDi + CDc + CDmisc (25)

where CDp is the parasite drag, CDi is the induced drag, CDc is the drag due to compress-
ibility, and CDmisc is the miscellaneous drag which summarizes additional sources of drag
not included in other drag components described.

The parasite drag component CDp is defined using a flat plate analogy for slender
bodies [47] using Equation (26), where the wing is discretized into several segments and
the skin friction drag is calculated for each segment. Then, the skin friction drag for
each segment is corrected with the form factor FF, and all segments are summarized and
corrected with the interference factor IF.

CDp =
IF

Sre f

N

∑
i=1

C f ,i · Swet,i · FFi (26)

Induced drag is summarized using the method described by Nita and Scholz [52] and
is defined for the BWB by

CDi = C2
L

(
1

πetheo AR
+ kviscCDp

)
(27)

where etheo is a wing span efficiency obtained using AVL, CDp is the wing parasite drag
calculated using Equation (26), and kvisc is a coefficient corresponding to changes in friction
and pressure drag due to the change of the wing angle-of-attack equal to 0.38. The Oswald
efficiency for the mission simulation as well as each constraint in the constraint diagram is
estimated during each sizing loop and is dynamically updated, so the constraint diagram
captures the effects of the Oswald efficiency changes.
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Effects of high-lift devices were implemented into SUAVE using methods of Toren-
beek [49]. particularly, BWB features only the leading edge droop nose at the outer wing to
extend the value of the critical angle of attack.

Compressibility drag was estimated using the method of Shevell [53], which was de-
rived for conventional aircraft. In fact, the use of a semi-empirical method for conventional
aircraft may not be a sufficient representation of the compressibility drag of the BWB due to
differences in the planform. Therefore, the applicability of the methodology will be checked
in the later section.

3.2.2. Weight and Balance Estimation

The FLOPS [54] method was used to calculate the aircraft’s empty mass since it
already includes estimation methods for hybrid wing body aircraft. There, the empty mass
is divided into the mass of the outer wing and the mass of the aft wing body of the inner
wing. The fuselage mass calculates the part of the BWB responsible for the aircraft cabin.
In the case of the hydrogen BWB, the fuselage mass also assumed the portion of the inner
wing which contains hydrogen tanks.

A component weight breakdown method of Brewer [55] was used to estimate the
weights of all components of the hydrogen fuel system, such as heat exchangers, valves,
pipes, etc. Since limited information about the weights of each component is available,
constant values obtained by Brewer were used. Weights of hydrogen fuel tanks were
estimated using both structural and thermodynamic physics-based analyses described
by Verstraete [56] and Winnefeld [57]. The structural analysis is based on hoop stress
analysis with limit load factors recommended by Brewer [55], while the thermodynamic
analysis is responsible for the weight of the insulation. Since fuel tanks are located in
compartments outside the pressurized cabin, all structural loads and thermodynamic
properties are considered with respect to the ambient air at the worst design condition
along the flight envelope. The present work considers polyurethane foam insulation as a
more conservative but reliable insulation option. For each tank obtained during the sizing
step, a separate thermodynamic analysis is performed to determine the amount of the fuel
boil-off and obtain a particular insulation thickness value. The method of Lin [58] was used
to calculate the heat transfer through layers of insulation. Due to the non-linear thermal
properties of the insulation, the insulator is divided into several segments through which
temperature changes linearly. Each segment of the insulator has its own resistivity R, as
shown in Figure 8. Static heat-balance equations are used to simulate the heat transfer from
the ambient air to the hydrogen fuel.

Figure 8. Hydrogen tank heat transfer resistance analogy.

The heat transfer model from the ambient air to the liquid hydrogen is defined by
Verstraete [56].

Aircraft center of gravity estimation is performed using force balance equations based
on component weight breakdown. To simplify the analysis at the initial stage, the three
most critical CG locations were considered: the CG at MTOM, the CG, and zero-fuel mass
(ZFM) after the design mission, and the CG at the operating empty mass (OEM). Variations
of payload with the number of passengers and passengers layout are conducted during the
refinement phase.
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3.2.3. Propulsion

The gas turbine energy network is modeled using a physics-based approach summa-
rized by Cantwell [59], where each engine component features particular characteristics
based on the cycle analysis and the type of fuel used. For the case of the hydrogen com-
bustion engine, the hydrogen expander cycle was assumed as one of the most efficient
utilization methods of hydrogen for engine cooling [55]. Effects of more efficient engine
performance due to more optimal heat exchange mechanisms are treated using correction
coefficients. Based on studies by Brewer, a 4.3% reduction in SFC with respect to conven-
tional gas turbine cycles can be expected from the hydrogen expander cycle. Therefore,
since hydrogen is substantially lighter than kerosene, hydrogen SFC becomes only 35% of
the kerosene SFC. Additional SFC reduction due to the hydrogen expander cycle would
further reduce the SFC to the overall value of 30% with respect to the kerosene SFC. The re-
duction factor-based differences in hydrogen and kerosene mass are treated within SUAVE
inside the combustion model of Cantwell [59], while an additional 4.3% are added as a
constant reduction factor.

3.2.4. Aircraft Stability Analysis

Aircraft stability analysis is estimated using AVL which calculates static stability
derivatives, the location of the neutral point, and the trim state of the aircraft at various
flight regimes. This information is then used to estimate if stability characteristics are
satisfied if the aircraft can be trimmed at various locations of the center of gravity and sized
control surfaces, and how the planform shall be changed.

3.2.5. Costs Analysis

Calculations of Direct Operating Costs (DOC) are computed using the method of
Gobbin [60] and are divided into several components: energy, maintenance, capital, crew,
and fees. Total DOC is then defined by

DOC = DOCEn + DOCCrew + kadvtech · DOCMa + DOCCap + DOCFees (28)

where DOCEn are energy costs, DOCCrew are crew costs, DOCMa are maintenance costs,
and DOCCap and DOCFees are capital and fees costs, respectively. In Equation (28), energy
costs DOCEn are directly proportional to the fuel burn and fuel price. Labor costs and
fees were taken from the reference year of 2010 and were corrected by the inflation factor
depending on the desired operational year. An additional penalty coefficient kadvtech was
introduced to maintenance costs to represent maintenance complexities related to the
configuration and future technologies. Present research assumes that maintenance costs
could be twice more expensive compared to current aircraft. The airframe price used
for the capital cost estimation was estimated using the method of Roskam [61] where
all parameters related to design complexity and advanced materials, such as carbon fiber
composites, were maximized to model the design difficulty of new aircraft development. To
account for LH2 tank price, an additional component using the assumption of Hoelzen [62]
was added.

The price of LH2 was estimated using the approach suggested by Hoelzen [62], where
hydrogen’s total price consists of production, liquefaction, transportation, storage, and
refueling components. The total fuel price is defined by

pLH2 = pprod + pliq + ptrans + pstore + pre f uel (29)

Here, transportation, storage, and refueling costs can be combined together and generally
correspond to 9–10% of total fuel costs [62]. In the present work, various scenarios with
assumptions similar to the ones described by Hoelzen [62] were considered. Tables 1 and 2
summarize the cost bounds of different hydrogen production types based on various scenarios.
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Table 1. Summary of hydrogen production costs in USD/kg [62,63].

Production Type Scenario Minimum Maximum

Blue Base 1.0 2.0

Green Optimistic 0.8 2.5
Base 1.8 3.8

Pessimistic 2.6 6.5

Table 2. Summary of hydrogen liquefaction costs in USD/kg [62].

Scenario Minimum Maximum

Optimistic 0.2 1.0
Base 0.8 2.0

Pessimistic 1.7 3.0

3.2.6. Emission Analysis

The emissions of hydrogen and kerosene aircraft were performed using the method
derived by Scholz [64]. The overall emission level is represented by the equivalent CO2
emission mCO2,eq which accounts for the effect of NOx, contrails, and cirrus clouds. To account
for the effect of altitude on the emission along the entire mission, the emission model was
integrated into the SUAVE mission analysis to calculate local emissions at each point during
the mission. The equivalent emission for an incremental distance is defined by

mCO2,eq,GTi
= (k0EICO2 fkm + k1k2EINOx fkmCFmid,NOx + k3k4CFmid,AIC)∆Rkm (30)

where EICO2 is the emission index equal to 3.16, EINOx is calculated using the Boeing
Method 2 [65], ∆Rkm represents the incremental range in km, fkm is the local fuel flow rate
in kg per km, and CFmid is the correction factor to convert the value into the equivalent
CO2 emission defined by

CFmid,NOx =
SGTPO3s
SGTPCO2

sO3s +
SGTPO3L
SGTPCO2

sO3L +
SGTPCH4

SGTPCO2
sCH4 (31)

CFmid,AIC =
SGTPcontrails

SGTPCO2
scont +

SGTPcirrus
SGTPCO2

scirrus (32)

where SGTP is the sustained global temperature potential and s is the forcing factor
which depends on the altitude, Values of SGTP and s are provided by Dallara [66] and
Scholz [64]. Finally, coefficients k0 − k4 are correction factors that account for the fuel type
and its effect on the emission. The correction factor k0 represents if kerosene or hydrogen
combustion options are used with the value of one for the kerosene option and zero for
the hydrogen combustion. Correction factors k1 − k4 estimate the effects of hydrogen
combustion overall emissions.

Several factors affect the hydrogen emission rate for NOx and contrails emission
components. Considering emissions of NOx, the chemical heat content of hydrogen is
substantially higher than the kerosene fuel (120 MJ/kg for hydrogen and 43 MJ/kg for
Jet-A). Generally, the amount of emission of a particular compound is directly proportional
to the heat content of the propellant and the emission factor of the compound per unit of
energy. If the NOx emission factor of hydrogen is assumed similar to kerosene [67], then
its emission becomes 2.79 times larger than for the Jet-A fuel, which leads to the k1 gain.
However, hydrogen’s wider flammability limits enable leaner combustion that leads to
lower flame temperatures [68,69]. The total amount of NOx reduction may lead to the range
of 50–80% compared to kerosene. If converted to the Global Warming Potential (GWP),
then the emission level may become 10–75% with respect to kerosene fuel with an average
value of 35%.
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The effect of contrails on the overall emission remains highly uncertain and also plays
an important role in the overall emission level. In general, contrails and cirrus cloud
formation highly depend on ambient conditions and can be described by the Schmidt-
Appleman criterion defined by

G =
EIH2O pcp

εQ(1− η)
(33)

where ε is the ratio of molar masses of water and dry air, cp is the air-specific heat capacity at
constant pressure, and η is the engine efficiency. A higher value of the Schmidt-Appleman
criterion describes higher tendencies of contrails formation at a wider range of altitudes and
ambient conditions. In the case of hydrogen, the water emission amount is substantially
higher than for kerosene which results in a higher emission index (EIH2O = 8.94 for
hydrogen and EIH2O = 1.24 for Jet-A). Plugging those values and the chemical heat content
into Equation (33), the slope of the hydrogen phase trajectory line becomes 2.58 times
steeper than for the Jet-A. This fact negatively affects the contribution of contrails and cirrus
clouds on the overall emission. However, based on studies from the Joint Undertaking [68],
ice crystals produced by hydrogen combustion are thinner than for kerosene fuel. Moreover,
contrails are less visible in case of hydrogen combustion which also potentially lowers the
climate impact. To account for both of these components, Scholz [67] suggests the factor
of 0.36 to be applied to the overall emission of contrails and cirrus clouds based on the
geometric relations of a simplified spherical ice crystal assumption. A more optimistic
value for contrails was derived by Marquart [70] where an average radiative forcing for a
cryoplane was reduced by 30% compared to the kerosene aircraft regardless of the fact that
2.5 more water vapor is emitted. A transformation of this value leads to a factor of 0.27 if the
higher water vapor correction is applied, so a total of 70% of contrails are responsible for the
hydrogen emission. Therefore, all corrections described above are added to Equation (30)
in terms of gains that are summarized in Table 3. For the present research, average values
of correction factors were used in case of a range of potential values.

Table 3. Correction factors for the equivalent CO2 emissions for hydrogen and kerosene combustion.

Constant Kerosene Hydrogen Correction Description

k0 1.0 0.0 Accounts for the fuel type
k1 1.0 2.79 Accounts for higher hydrogen combustion temperature
k2 1.0 0.1–0.75 Lean combustion
k3 1.0 2.58 Higher H2O emission
k4 1.0 0.27–0.36 Thinner ice crystals and less visibility of contrails

Finally, fuel production is also taken into account. The amount of emission of hydrogen
production highly depends on the type of production, so two types of production are
considered in the present work: blue, and green. For green hydrogen, no additional
correction factors were added to Equation (30) due to its net-zero emission potential. For
blue hydrogen, production byproducts of carbon dioxide and methane are added to the
overall emission calculation. Based on studies of Howarth [71], the emission level of 77 g
CO2,eq/MJ of CH4 during the blue hydrogen production with flue-gas capturing was used
for the model. For the kerosene production, an additional gain of 22% based on studies of
Pavlenko [72] was used. The emission to produce hydrogen or kerosene is defined by

m′CO2,eq,GTi
=

{
EILH2,prod · CLH2 ·m f ,i, Hydrogen production
1.22mCO2,eq,GTi

, Kerosene production
(34)

where EILH2,prod is the emission index of hydrogen production in kg CO2,eq/MJ and CLH2

is the liquid hydrogen energy density in MJ/kg, m f is the segment fuel burn in kilograms.
Finally, the total emission of the hydrogen aircraft is calculated by

mCO2,eq,GT =
NR

∑
i=1

mCO2,eq,GTi
+

NR

∑
i=1

m′CO2,eq,GTi
(35)
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3.3. Analysis and Optimization Block

The Analysis and Optimization block consists of additional modules that can be used
to further improve the design and perform more sophisticated analyses and sizing tasks.
The block generally consists of low-fidelity tools based on either semi-empirical methods
or physics-based approaches and requires more manual work to perform more detailed
aerodynamic and stability analyses, obtain performance maps, analyze various mission
scenarios, properly size the landing gear, and other tasks. The block can be enhanced by
external modules responsible for various tasks of different fidelity levels or optimization
blocks for further aircraft refinements. The present work utilizes two different optimization
frameworks to refine the design and further explore the design space compared to a
classical constraint analysis. A low-fidelity MDO module based on MATLAB performs a
multi-disciplinary optimization with a consideration of the mission analysis, emissions,
and costs to further improve the design based on the initial sizing effort. The high-fidelity
aerodynamic optimization framework is used to identify problematic aerodynamic areas
of the BWB, refine the shape of the aircraft, and also assess the reliability of low-fidelity
tools regarding aerodynamics and aircraft static stability. The present section focuses on
the optimization framework as the most critical aspect of aircraft sizing in this block.

3.3.1. Low-Fidelity MDO Framework

Low-fidelity MDO studies are performed by coupling SUAVE with the MATLAB
Optimization Toolbox. The Genetic Algorithm was used for the optimization to further
explore the design space and approach to a better design. To account for the constraints in
GA, the penalty function similar to one defined in Ref. [73] was used. The penalty function
is defined by

fp = µ(y− yc)

(
y
yc

)3
(36)

where y is the design variable, yc is the design variable constraint, and µ is the unit step
function equal to zero for y ≤ yc. With the introduction of the penalty function, the objective
function becomes

f = f +
N

∑
i=1

fp (37)

where N is the total number of design variables. The number of species for each optimiza-
tion study depends on the optimization problem and the number of design variables.

3.3.2. High-Fidelity Aerodynamic Analysis

Although several methods are available to estimate the aerodynamic characteristics
of BWB aircraft, an uncertainty mainly related to the estimation of compressibility drag
remains. Initially selected airfoils and planform characteristics may not always meet the
desired requirements and shall be modified [74]. Therefore, a high-fidelity aerodynamic
analysis and optimization method is utilized in this work to refine the initially sized aircraft
shape to eliminate potential strong shock waves and obtain an optimized design for the
subsequent preliminary design.

The MACH-Aero framework is an open-source multidisciplinary design optimization
framework for aircraft with high fidelity, which supports high-fidelity aerodynamic and
aerostructural optimization applications. MACH-Aero integrates the open-source CFD
solver ADflow developed by the MDO Lab [75], which is a finite volume structured
multiblock mesh solver and can solve both Euler and RANS equations. In this study, three-
dimensional (3D) compressible RANS equations with the Spalart Allmaras (SA) turbulence
model are solved for high-fidelity aerodynamic analysis.

The aircraft planform is parameterized by using the free-form deformation (FFD)
technique, which can control aircraft geometry with a limited amount of design variables,
making it suitable for aerodynamic shape optimization applications. In this work, the open-
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source code pyGeo [76] is employed for aircraft geometric parameterization. Figure 9a
shows a sample FFD box applied for the kerosene BWB aircraft.

(a) FFD box (b) CFD mesh using ICEM

Figure 9. FFD control framework and the ICEM mesh for the kerosene BWB aircraft.

The structured multi-block mesh is generated using ICEM and Figure 9b shows a
sample BWB mesh. Mesh deformation algorithm should be utilized in aircraft aerodynamic
shape optimization to handle large mesh perturbations and maintain robustness during the
deformation process. The inverse distance weighting (IDW) algorithm in the open-source
code idwarp [77] developed by the MDO Lab is employed. Through the IDW function, the
surface mesh perturbations, such as translation and torsion, are transferred into the spatial
mesh, which is then updated.

One of the key benefits of the Mach-Aero framework is that gradient-based opti-
mization is employed using the adjoint method, so a large number of design variables
can be introduced without a major increase in computational time. The SNOPT (Sparse
Nonlinear OPTimizer) [78] is used as the nonlinear optimizer to solve the aerodynamic
shape optimization problem.

3.4. Technology Implementation

To account for technological advancements that can be expected in the future, a set of
models and assumptions can be considered. Airframe technology assumptions are sum-
marized in Table 4. There, the load alleviation assumption is motivated by internal cluster
goals while structural weight reduction is obtained from an average value obtained in several
available resources with respect to a metallic structure. Moreover, the weight of non-integral
carbon fiber hydrogen fuel tanks is assumed 30% lower than the aluminum ones [79].

Table 4. Summary of airframe technology assumptions.

Technology Assumption Reference

Load alleviation Limit load factor 2.0 Cluster goal
Advanced structures 19% airframe weight reduction [29,33] Cluster goal

As for propulsion technologies, a rather large and long inner wing planform of the
BWB and the potential of allocating engines on the aircraft enable utilization of the bound-
ary layer ingestion technology to reduce the SFC. To initially size the aircraft featuring
BLI with minimum computational effort, a model of the technology’s effect on the SFC is
required. To simulate the effect of the BLI, a simplified physics-based model was derived
based on studies of Budziszewski and Voigt [39,40]. A free-body diagram of the engine
under the influence of the BLI is shown in Figure 10.
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(a) Initial free-body diagram (b) Modified free-body diagram

Figure 10. BLI free-body diagrams.

One of the representations of the BLI is described by the power saving coefficient
(PSC) defined by

PSC =
PNoBLI − PBLI

PNoBLI
(38)

where PNoBLI and PBLI represent propulsive powers without and with the effect of the BLI,
respectively. The propulsive power of a typical engine without BLI and assuming both
inlet and outlet have a similar cross-sectional area is defined by

PNoBLI =
1
2

ρVi AN

(
V2

j −V2
i

)
(39)

where AN . is the cross-sectional area and Vi and Vj represent the diffuser inlet and the jet
velocity profiles.

In the case of the influence of the boundary layer, the inlet boundary layer profile can
be split into two separate streams, as shown in Figure 10, where the boundary layer has
the free-stream segment and the equivalent boundary layer segment, as was described by
Budziszewski [40]. This way, the total propulsive power can be split into two separate compo-
nents and each power contribution can be calculated using Equation (40). There, ANoBL and
ABL are cross-sectional areas covered by the free stream and the boundary layer, respectively.

PBLI = PNoBL + PBL =
1
2

ρ
[
VE ANoBL

(
V2

j −V2
E

)
+ VBL ABL

(
V2

j −V2
BL

)]
(40)

Inlet segments areas are defined by the following relations

ABL =
r2

N
2
[ε− sin ε] (41)

ANoBL = πr2
N − ABL (42)

ε = 2 arccos
(

1− δ

rN

)
(43)

where rN is the inlet radius, ε is the sector angle in radians and δ is the boundary layer thick-
ness. Finally, to fully define both inlet streams, the boundary layer velocity is determined
using the derivation of Budziszewski [40] and is defined by

VBL =
θ

δ∗
VE (44)

where VE is the free-stream velocity for the parallel compressor model and δ∗ and θ are
displacement and momentum thicknesses, respectively, which depend on the boundary
layer profile. To simplify the solution, a flat plate fully turbulent boundary layer solution
of von Karman and the 1/7th power law for the boundary layer were used [80].

Finally, to obtain the jet outflow velocity, Equation (45) for the case where the BLI is
not utilized is used.

T = ρVi AN
(
Vj −Vi

)
(45)
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Knowing the thrust at the cruise condition, Equation (45) is solved for Vj to obtain
power values of PBLI and PNoBLI and then calculate the PSC. Finally, considering that SFC
is directly proportional to PSC, the SFC increment is added to the SFC increment of the
UHBPR engine to obtain the total fuel consumption reduction ratio.

The effects of UHBPR engines are modeled using a correction factor implemented in
the benchmark engine model. The correction factor was based on the cruise SFC similarity
of three reference engines designed during the ENOVAL [81] project. There, three reference
engines for regional, mid-range, and long-range aircraft were designed with an emphasis
on maximizing their bypass ratios. Final engine configurations had relatively similar cruise
SFC for all engines and a similar bypass ratio, regardless of their design thrust and size.
A similar logic was applied to the present research. The benchmark engine SFC obtained
using the physics-based model in SUAVE was corrected such that the SFC for the UHBPR
engine at cruise matched the SFC of the UHBPR engine derived by the ENOVAL project.

4. Comparative Study of Kerosene and LH2 BWB Aircraft

To investigate the potential of long-range hydrogen aircraft with future technologies,
it is worth comparing it to the reference BWB aircraft that features similar potential im-
provements, so that potential benefits and drawbacks can be explicitly shown. The present
section compares two BWB aircraft with different propulsion systems and summarizes the
critical differences between the two.

4.1. Top-Level Requirements

Before performing the comparative study, a set of top-level requirements needs to
be established. Determination of these requirements for future sustainable long-range
aircraft remains a challenging task from the operational standpoint due to uncertainties
related to the influence of aviation on the environment, costs, and fleet operations. In fact,
uncertainties at this stage are too high to determine what flight operations are applicable to
satisfy all three aspects. The goal of the present subsection is to establish the design range
cruise altitudes and Mach numbers that could potentially minimize the overall aircraft
emission and be feasible in terms of operations with several assumptions that may be
achieved in the future. The latitude significantly affects the tendency in the formation of
contrails with altitude, where mid-latitude regions generally do not benefit from lower
altitudes unless significantly lower altitudes are considered, as shown in Figure 11 [82].
On the other hand, operations of long-range aircraft around the world are not limited
to Atlantic and Pacific flight corridors where it may be more beneficial to fly at slightly
higher altitudes to avoid contrails. Moreover, a general conflict between contrails radiative
forcing and radiative forcing of other elements also becomes more complicated at higher
altitudes, which also does not guarantee a major overall reduction of emissions. Therefore,
a complicated decision needs to be made to determine a preferable range of flight altitudes
with a rather uncertain and incomplete set of information. Table 5 shows the summary of
average utilization times of the B747-400 as the only available aircraft close to the reference
B777-300ER in terms of airspeed and range. In addition, a set of 515 worldwide routes of
B777-300ER was collected to determine the flight duration statistics [83]. Figure 12a shows
the summary of flight durations for various flight options, while Table 6 summarizes the
study statistics.

Table 5. Average long-range aircraft rotations, durations, and block hours [84].

Aircraft Rotations
Per Day

Flight Duration
(min)

Taxi Hours
Per Day

Ground Time
at-Gate (min)

Block Hours
Per Day

B747-400 1.5 510 0.7 180 13.9
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Table 6. Statistical summary of B777-300ER flight routes durations in hours.

Mean Standard
Deviation

Median Absolute
Minimum

Absolute
Maximum

1 Standard
Deviation

8.37 4.03 8.17 1.0 16.58 4.33–12.40

Figure 11. Absolute changes in contrail coverage due to a downward displacement of air traffic by
6000 ft for January and July mean values. Adapted from [82].

(a) Overall flight routes (b) Sorted flight routes

Figure 12. Flight routes summary for B777-300ER [83].

The statistics of flight routes and a database of destinations obtained from Ref. [83]
and shown in Table 6 can be used to determine the distribution of flight routes around the
world and find a compromising solution for the design range of altitudes. To determine, if
lower or higher altitudes can be more beneficial for long-range aircraft, it is necessary to
understand not only the distribution of flights around the world but also the distribution
of time spent for particular routes. The database of 515 routes can be split into two groups
with equal combined flight times. Figure 12a shows sorted flight routes initially shown in
Figure 12a based on the flight time. The black dashed line represents the boundary of two
regions with the similar total added flight times, while the red horizontal line shows the
flight time at the limit of two groups equal to eleven hours. A division into two groups
helps identify two potentially similar categories of long-range aircraft flights based on
total flight time. Assuming that flights are performed at relatively similar altitudes and
airspeeds, the overall total emission of the two groups can be treated similarly. Therefore,
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by observing tendencies in routes for each group, one can estimate the potential effect of
the altitude change on the emissions level in a qualitative sense. Figure 13 shows maps of
two separate groups of routes with similar cumulative flight times.

(a) Flight routes with duration below 11 h (b) Flight routes with duration above 11 h

Figure 13. Distribution of flight routes for B777-300ER for shorter and longer route cases.

Several trends can be observed based on the flight routes of each group. Trajectories of
shorter routes frequently intersect the European and Middle Eastern regions, where flying
lower is preferable. A rather large portion of flight happens in the Asian region and several
routes happen in Australia, Africa, and South America. Although a rather large portion of
flight happens over the Atlantic and Pacific flight corridors, where a significant portion
of the flight mission happens in the zone of higher contrails, these flights can still benefit
from flying lower, as was shown in Figure 11. Therefore, it is beneficial in an overall sense
to fly lower, since the majority of flight routes happen at regions, where lower altitudes
(a reduction of 6000 ft) mitigate the adverse effects of contrails.

Observing longer routes, a different flight pattern can be observed. Routes from South
America to Japan, Australian routes, or routes to China, and some transatlantic routes
operate at altitudes, where it is possible to mitigate contrails via flying lower. However, a
rather large portion of routes operates at latitudes, where flying lower is not beneficial, if
contrails are to be minimized. Therefore, it is potentially more beneficial to slightly increase
the altitude for long-haul flights above eleven hours long for selected routes.

Based on observed trends, shorter and longer flights have potentially contradicting
effects on the formation of contrails, even if the total flight time (which can be treated
similarly to the emission amount) is equal for both regions: long-distance flights generally
need to be flown at higher altitudes, while shorter flights will benefit more from lower
ones. Therefore, it is important to estimate what general scenarios may benefit more at the
global scale, since the range of design altitudes becomes excessive, if both strategies for
shorter and longer flights are to be satisfied. It is also important to note that operational
seasons affect the annual mean contrail formation. Due to more beneficial summer seasons
for the entire set of flight routes, the average contrail coverage can be mitigated for a rather
large part of the fleet, which includes almost the entire fleet of shorter flights and a portion
of routes with longer flight distances. Moreover, the cumulative effect can be even more
beneficial, if altitudes reduce further. Therefore, the present work focuses on the decision
of having the design point at lower altitudes, while the service ceiling can be within a
typical commercial aircraft altitude to maintain the effect of contrails for mid-latitude
operations and provide enough operational flexibility. The design altitude of 7600 m was
chosen as a design point with capabilities to reach altitudes of 10,500–11,000 m for more
design flexibility.

Since typical flight altitudes will reduce for this work, design speeds will also have to
reduce to ensure more efficient flight operations. Observing average values in Table 5 and
Figure 12b, long-range aircraft can mostly perform 1–2 flights per day with some special cases
of rather short-range flights with a large volume of passengers. Since many flights include
two turnarounds, it is important to ensure that the reduction of the cruise speed still lets the
aircraft complete one to two rotations without shifting the flight to the next day. Knowing the
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average number of rotations per day, a corresponding flight duration for the given number of
rotations, and the total taxi and ground times, it is possible to calculate the daily utilization
time of a given aircraft. The daily utilization of an aircraft can be described by

tutil = N f light

(
t f light + ttaxi + tground

)
(46)

where tutil is the utilization time, N f light is the number of flights, t f light is the flight duration,
ttaxi is the taxi time, and tground is the ground time. Assuming that the average statistical
data of B777-300ER is similar to B747-400 shown in Table 5 and using data of Table 6, the
average daily utilization time of 18 h was obtained using Equation (46). Assuming that
ground operation efficiency can be further improved in the future, two possible scenarios
of 10% and 15% turnaround time reduction were considered for the long-range aircraft
in the most critical case of two flights per day. Obtained flight times for two flights per
day gave a 5% and 8% increase in potential flight time for a 10% and 15% reduction in
turnaround time, respectively. On the other hand, the longest flights need to be maintained
as well, so the ground time reduction shall also be compared against the longest possible
flight case of 16.58 h. In this case, the ground time optimization will lead to a flight time
increase of 2–3% which is more critical than in cases with turnarounds. If those gains in
flight time are converted to the reduction in cruise Mach number and transformed into
the altitude of 7600 m, then the cruise Mach number becomes equal to 0.77–0.79. A more
conservative cruise Mach number of 0.79 with a sufficient speed margin to get the MMO
equal to 0.84 was chosen as the option for the new long-range aircraft. The present decision
is qualitatively similar to the research outcome of Dahlmann [85]. There, a fleet of A330-200
aircraft and its modifications were investigated to compare operating costs and emissions
for various altitudes. Studies suggested an altitude of 8000 m and cruise Mach number of
0.72 as the option, which may reduce the emissions level by 32% without damaging costs.
Given results also indicate a similar trend towards generally lower operating altitudes
and lower cruise speeds. Finally, given design speed and altitude studies were provided
for the current state of flight operations. Any changes in regulations may move the trend
towards particular altitudes even further. For instance, if regulations require lower altitude
operations in local regions by law, then the trend towards lower altitudes as a TLR will
become more obvious. Table 7 summarizes TLARs for long-range aircraft considered in
the present research. The harmonic range, number of passengers, and maximum payload
correspond to the reference B777-300ER.

Table 7. SE2A LR top-level requirements.

Requirement Value Units

Harmonic range 10,580 km
Maximum payload 70,000 kg
Passengers (2-class seating) 378
Cruise Mach number 0.79
Maximum wingspan 80.0
Maximum operating Mach number ≥0.84
Design cruise altitude 7650 m
Service ceiling ≥10,500 m
Take-off field length 3050 m
Mission reserve CS-25 [86]

4.2. Design Studies
4.2.1. Concept Definition

For both configurations, the baggage is allocated below the cabin, and fuel tanks
are located near the cabin inside the inner wing and the outer wing, depending on the
energy network used. For the hydrogen aircraft version, it is assumed that fuel tanks are
located between main and rear spars, as shown in Figure 4b, and are non-integral. The
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cabin was sized based on the total cabin floor area of the reference B777-300ER aircraft,
including space for galleys and lavatories, and used a cabin that features four, four, and six
seats per row for the first, business, and economy classes, respectively. Since the number
of bays significantly affects the configuration of the BWB and its performance, multiple
numbers of bays were considered for the present design study. Configurations with three
to five bays were sized to determine the benefits and drawbacks of each configuration and
suggest the one which is the best compromise between conflicting parameters. The wing is
composed of the NASA SC-0414 airfoils scaled at the outer wing, depending on the design,
and initially manually modified in the inner wing to fit the cabin and then scaled during
the design. To satisfy lateral stability and control requirements, a pair of vertical stabilizers
were implemented for all configurations. Since the number of bays affects a possible cabin
width and the area that can be used to allocate engines, it was assumed for the initial sizing
and MDO refinements that the length between two vertical stabilizers is fully occupied
by engines with a reasonable distance between engines and stabilizers. The diameter of
engines for each configuration was sized dynamically using SUAVE, so each configuration
will have a unique number of engines. Initial trade studies showed that if the option of
distributed propulsion with BLI is considered, it is beneficial to maximize the number of
engines within the geometric limits of a reference engine dimension.

The longitudinal location of engines depends on the CG envelope. Due to the small
sizes of BWB engines because of their number and thrust requirements, a conventional
engine with a bypass ratio of five was considered a benchmark engine for distributed
propulsion, and SFC and engine diameter correction factors based on the application of
UHBPR technologies and BLI were applied. Aircraft features multiple sets of elevons at the
inner segment behind the engines and multiple sets of elevons along the outer wing.

4.2.2. Aircraft Sizing and Optimization

As was previously mentioned, the initialization of baseline configurations was per-
formed using the initial sizing methodology and parametric study between the wing
loading and aspect ratio for a fixed number of cabin bays, since cabin dimensions signif-
icantly affect the overall aircraft shape, performance, and stability. Then, a low-fidelity
MDO problem using GA is performed to further refine the design. There, more vari-
ables and strong constraints are imposed to ensure adequate performance and stability
characteristics. The MDO problem is summarized in Table 8. The problem consists of
twenty design variables that include the BWB planform, geometric properties of vertical
stabilizers, the thrust-to-weight ratio, and tank insulation thickness t/dins. Constraints
include field performance, maximum span constraint that is equal to the airport Code F
included in the ICAO Annex 14 [87], minimum operating static margin SMmin according
to the information summarized in Ref. [3], and lateral static stability derivatives Cnβ

and
Clβ

. Constraints for both derivatives were obtained from Ref. [3]. For the present work, an
acceptable stability constraint for the yaw stiffness and a typical range for the roll stiffness
were selected. Trim requirements for each aircraft for the furthest CG location are checked
after the optimization.

Three different cabin configurations with three, four, and five bays were considered
for the optimization. Figure 14 shows the final geometric layouts of configurations while
Tables 9 and 10 summarize their geometric characteristics and weights. For the weight
breakdown, the fuselage mass m f uselage represents the mass of the cabin portion of the
aircraft, as was defined by Bradley [9]. Multiple trends were observed after the sizing of
BWB configurations. Observing kerosene BWB configurations, the fuel weight directly
depends on the number of bays: the more bays the aircraft has, the more fuel the aircraft
requires. This trend is a consequence of an increase in the relative thickness of the cabin
inboard segment with more cabin bays because the chord length of the inner wing required
to occupy all passengers reduces, but the geometric cabin and baggage compartment
heights remain constant. That creates a higher pressure drag on the aircraft and reduces
its fuel efficiency. The most fuel-efficient configuration features three bays due to the
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slenderness of the inboard wing. On the other hand, more slender cabin options strongly
affect trim capabilities and the number of exits that play an important role that make the
five-bay configuration more suitable and does not benefit the three-bay one. Based on
obtained results, the four-bay configuration was selected as an aircraft with a lower fuel
burn compared to the one with five bays, sufficient static stability and control characteristics,
and not a very narrow cabin layout with respect to the number of exits.

Table 8. BWB aircraft optimization problem definition.

Parameter Lower Upper Units

minimize mCO2,eq

wrt AR 4.00 6.50
Sre f 700.0 1550.0 m2

λ 0.25 0.4
Λ1 45.0 65.0 deg
Λ2 20.0 40.0 deg
Γ 0.0 2.0 deg
kb LH2 0.2 0.35
kb1 0.03 0.2
Crs/C0 0.65 0.85
t/c|root 0.09 0.11
t/c|tip 0.09 0.11
iroot 0.0 3.0 deg
itip −3.0 0.0 deg
ART 1.0 2.0
ΛT 40.0 60.0 deg
ΓT 0.0 50.0 deg
λT 0.3 0.6
CrT 5.5 7.5 m
t/dins 0.03 0.15
T/W 0.225 0.35 N/N

subject to Take-off field length 3050 m
b 80.0 m
Ct 2.0 m
Cnβ 0.025
Clβ

−0.057 0.0
SMmin 0.02

Figure 14. Geometric comparison of BWB kerosene aircraft with three (red), four (blue), and five
(green) bays.
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Table 9. Final design summary of BWB configurations.

Parameter Kerosene BWB LH2 BWB Units

Wing

Number of bays 3 4 5 3
AR 6.2 4.88 5.37 4.67
Sre f 745 710 702 1203 m2

b 68.0 58.9 51.8 74.9 m
C0 42.25 36.45 29.6 46.1 m
Cw 28.77 22.35 17.9 20.2 m
Ct 2.1 2.02 2.07 2.38 m
Λ1 67.8 62.5 51.7 60.3 deg
Λ2 26.0 31.8 30.0 28.8 deg
Γ 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.7 deg
kbLH2 0.23
kb1

0.13 0.10 0.17 0.04 deg
Crs/C0 0.76 0.67 0.66 0.83 deg
t/croot 0.092 0.097 0.094 0.096
t/ctip 0.092 0.094 0.090 0.098
iroot 3.0 2.7 2.0 2.6 deg
itip 0.0 −0.1 −0.1 −2.5 deg

Vertical tail

AR 1.32 1.27 1.40 1.3
b 5.9 5.0 5.75 7.3 m
λ 0.38 0.35 0.40 0.5
ΛLE 54.5 56.5 56.0 51.2 deg
Γ 9.5 12.0 2.0 10.0 deg
t/c 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09

Propulsion

Number of engines 3 5 7 12
Engine diameter 3.20 2.70 2.42 1.66 m
T/W 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.25 N/N

Hydrogen tanks

Number of tanks 4
t/dins 0.13

Table 10. Weights summary of SE2A LR BWB configurations.

Configuration Kerosene BWB LH2 BWB Units

Number of bays 3 bays 4 bays 5 bays
mMTOW 254,892 262,358 265,911 260,846 kg
m f uel 59,800 66,800 72,100 27,900 kg
mempty 125,115 125,577 123,824 162,900 kg
mengines 18,000 17,952 17,066 9941 kg
mnacelles 3123 2914 2936 1923 kg
mlandinggear 9988 10,258 10,387 10,203 kg
mwing 21,333 23,893 23,124 42,652 kg
mempennage 1737 1472 1836 3266 kg
m f uselage 28,712 26,376 25,546 23,148 kg
msystems 41,3406 41,846 42,151 44,943 kg
mLH2tanks 25,503 kg
mpaint 815 865 777 1320 kg

During the sizing of the hydrogen BWB configuration, a significant issue related to
cabin sizing was observed. Hydrogen fuel tanks require a large volume due to a low
density of liquid hydrogen compared to kerosene. Moreover, the assumption of non-
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integral cylindrical tanks provides an inefficient utilization of the fuel tank compartment
and makes the planform larger. A larger planform affects the drag of the aircraft and
reduces the aerodynamic efficiency of the aircraft. Moreover, heavy fuel tanks also affect
the distribution of the weights along the planform and affect the static stability of the aircraft.
Experiments with four and five-cabin bays showed that a shorter inner wing planform
negatively affects the fuel compartment by making it shorter and wider, which increases
the number of required fuel tanks, increases the aircraft weight, and requires more fuel.
As a consequence, a snowball effect is initiated, and no configuration with acceptable fuel
tank volume for four and five bays was found. The only configuration which successfully
managed to embed fuel tanks with desired fuel volume and to have acceptable stability
characteristics was the three-bay one shown in Figure 15. However, cabin columns on
each side of the cabin feature two seats instead of three for the economy class, as shown in
Figure 16. The presence of fuel tanks and a relatively low value of fuel weight compared to
kerosene makes the aircraft CG not as sensitive to the fuel presence compared to kerosene
configuration and is easier to trim for critical flight conditions. On the other hand, the
issue of potential emergency complications for the hydrogen aircraft remains unknown
and shall be thoroughly studied to ensure that the aircraft can meet emergency certification
regulations. Moreover, the allocation of the landing gear has become more challenging
compared to the kerosene case. Since the cabin and the baggage compartment are narrower
than for a typical BWB, some gears will have to be located between hydrogen fuel tanks.
Although tanks from each side of the cabin can be separated apart to create space for the
landing gear, a potential issue of tank damage in case of the landing gear failure appears.
Due to the explosive nature of hydrogen, such scenarios may be catastrophic and need
special design treatment and extensive safety assessments to conclude if such landing gear
allocation can be certified.

(a) Kerosene BWB (b) LH2 BWB

Figure 15. Layouts of designed kerosene and LH2 BWB aircraft.

(a) Kerosene BWB (b) LH2 BWB

Figure 16. Cabin comparison of kerosene and LH2 BWB aircraft.

Since the planform area is substantially higher than any of the designed kerosene
aircraft, take-off, and landing field lengths became equal to 2538 m and 1410 m, respectively,
which is 17% and 24% lower than the kerosene BWB take-off and landing field lengths.
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A wider inner wing section and a generally larger planform enabled the hydrogen
aircraft to fully utilize the benefits of distributed propulsion and boundary layer ingestion.
The aircraft features twelve engines of a rather low diameter, as shown in Table 9. Combined
with a long inner wing portion, the average SFC reduction using the physics-based method
described above became equal to 16%, which is relatively similar to results observed for
various configurations with a strong BLI effect [41–43]. At the same time, the kerosene
BWB configuration had a 6.5% SFC reduction due to the geometric limitations of the
configuration. Due to a highly distributed propulsion system and small engines, the
propulsion system weight became more than twice lower than kerosene configurations, if
correction factors for distributed propulsion of FLOPS are used, which assumes a sufficient
technology improvement to optimize the propulsion system and minimize any prohibitive
weight penalties [54]. However, such a significant reduction of the propulsion system
weight shall be assessed using higher-fidelity models to estimate the potential weight of the
system more accurately, since such a significant weight reduction may be overly optimistic.

Figure 17 compares two designed configurations, while Table 11 and Figure 18 compare
equivalent CO2 emissions, energy consumption, and DOC of each configuration for the
designed mission. There, a reference B777-300ER was also shown as a reference value of a
currently operational aircraft and serves to indicate a cumulative effect of the configuration
and technologies. From the figure, the kerosene configuration is substantially smaller
than the hydrogen one and has a wingspan that satisfies current airport span regulations
of 65 m. The span limit was a consequence of a balance between the planform area, the
overall aspect ratio of the aircraft, and its strong stability and performance constraints. The
hydrogen configuration also had a wingspan lower than the design limit of 80 m, but it
was more than 65 m, which will force future changes in regulations.

Figure 17. Comparison of kerosene and hydrogen BWB wing planforms. Black aircraft represents the
kerosene aircraft and blue aircraft corresponds to the LH2 aircraft.

Figure 18. Comparison of DOC for various types of hydrogen production.
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Table 11. Comparison of equivalent CO2 emission and energy demand for BWB configurations. The
value in parentheses indicates the green hydrogen option.

Parameter Kerosene BWB LH2 BWB B777-300ER Units

mCO2,eq 371,770 303,070 567,803 kg/flight
(69,148)

Energy demand 2631 3348 5210 GJ/flight

If equivalent emissions are compared, the kerosene variant of the BWB showed a
35% reduction in equivalent CO2 emission compared to the reference B777-300ER, while
hydrogen configurations have a potential of reducing emissions by 47% and 88% for blue
and green options respectively. Not a significant difference between kerosene and blue hy-
drogen options was observed since the production emission of blue hydrogen may strongly
compensate for in-flight emissions of kerosene. Compared to the reference conventional
aircraft without technologies, airframe, and propulsion technologies combined with the
configuration may significantly reduce the emission level if desired values are achieved.

On the other hand, the energy consumption of the hydrogen configuration is 27%
higher than the kerosene BWB configuration and 35% lower than the reference B777-300ER.
Energy consumption is particularly important for the green hydrogen option since current
green energy production is significantly limited with respect to the energy demand to
fly aircraft [88]. Although potential energy consumption for the hydrogen aircraft is
significantly reduced with respect to the reference aircraft, the overall magnitude remains
rather large, so the challenge of reusable energy production remains a significant driver of
the viability of the green hydrogen BWB aircraft.

As was previously mentioned, various price scenarios could be achieved in the near
future. Therefore, several cost cases shall be observed to determine potential commercial
issues of advanced technologies and hydrogen fuel. Figure 18 illustrates three case sce-
narios described in Section 3.2.5 with respective fuel price bounds. Jet aircraft assume the
prospective price of Jet-A fuel for 2050 and also include a potential extra carbon tax of
0.42 EUR/kg [89] to give a total price of 1.07 EUR/kg. If the optimistic or base price scenar-
ios are achieved, then blue hydrogen has the potential of having similar or slightly lower
DOC compared to the reference B777 and the kerosene BWB whose costs are relatively
similar due to the costs penalties of the kerosene BWB aircraft. Particularly, changes in blue
hydrogen DOC may range from −18% to +17% with almost similar costs to the kerosene
version for the optimistic case, while a range of DOC differences from −8% to +33% with
an average of +12% could be expected for the base case. The base scenario could become
relatively expensive, but it could also be acceptable if an average value is reached. In the
case of the pessimistic scenario, increases of DOC by 6–49% with an average of 27% could
be possible, which makes the commercial applicability potentially problematic from the
market standpoint. On the other hand, green hydrogen can be economically beneficial only
in the optimistic case or if a lower bound of the base scenario is achieved. DOC differences
from −21% to +27% with an average of +3% could be achieved for the optimistic scenario,
while a range of +3–+67% with an average of +35% was estimated for the base scenario. In
the base case, the range of values becomes more similar to the pessimistic scenarios of the
blue hydrogen case, so the market applicability of the base case could become a problem.
Finally, a range of +36–+134% was obtained for the pessimistic scenario, which makes this
scenario inapplicable for future considerations. If the kerosene price scenario is satisfied,
a more conservative energetic solution can be achieved with potentially similar costs to
a conventional aircraft due to advancements in technologies. Initial estimates concluded
that a potential reduction of DOC by 5% may be possible for the kerosene configuration
compared to the B777-300ER. It is important to note that deviations in technology achieve-
ments may significantly worsen the viability of hydrogen aircraft due to more fuel required
and airframe weight increase that is strongly affected by hydrogen tanks.
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4.2.3. Technology Sensitivity of Hydrogen BWB Aircraft

The last task performed during the conceptual design phase of BWB aircraft was
the technology sensitivity study of the hydrogen BWB aircraft. Given the strong design
limitations of the BWB aircraft and the large volume required by fuel tanks, technology
sensitivities may significantly affect the hydrogen BWB planform. Any significant deviation
in technology outcome will force the hydrogen BWB aircraft to add more and larger fuel
tanks and rapidly increase its weight, which will initiate a snowball effect and will require
to change in the planform. Present subsection estimates which technologies affect the BWB
the most with respect to the configuration design and emissions.

Four additional configurations were considered for the sensitivity study. Each of these
configurations considered only one of the potential technological scenarios: an aircraft
without future technologies, an aircraft with combined airframe technologies, an aircraft
with UHBPR engines, and an aircraft with BLI propulsion. A similar procedure with the
pre-sizing phase and a subsequent MDO described previously was used to size configu-
rations for the given trade study. Moreover, depending on the benefits and drawbacks of
each configuration, parameters such as the number of engines, their locations, and cabin
layout were varied to achieve more viable configurations. In the case of aircraft without
BLI, alternative engine locations and the number of engines were considered. Moreover,
reference engines with a more conventional BPR of 8 and an option of higher BPR in the
case of the UHBPR engines were used. Table 12 and Figure 19 summarize results obtained
for each aircraft and compare them to the configuration with all technologies implemented,
while Figure 20 compares planforms of each configuration.

Table 12. Technology sensitivity summary for hydrogen BWB aircraft.

Parameter No
Technologies

Airframe
Technologies UHBPR BLI All

Technologies Units

Wing

AR 4.50 4.56 4.76 5.48 4.67
Sre f 1423 1348 1236 1101 1203 m2

b 80.0 78.4 76.6 77.8 74.9 m
C0 50.8 51.0 43.5 42.4 46.1 m
Cw 30.4 27.6 20.2 20.0 20.2 m
Ct 2.8 2.7 2.2 1.63 2.38 m
Λ1 56.7 60.0 55.3 57.0 60.3 deg
Λ2 35.0 36.7 34.7 32.1 28.8 deg
Γ 1.3 0.3 0.7 0.4 1.7 deg
kbLH2 0.24 0.25 0.3 0.25 0.23
Crs/C0 0.84 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.83 deg
t/croot 0.09 0.1 0.096 0.092 0.096
t/ctip 0.096 0.095 0.103 0.096 0.098
iroot 3.0 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.6 deg
itip −0.19 0.0 −0.58 −0.4 −2.5 deg

Vertical tail

AR 1.68 1.5 1.35 1.33 1.3
b 7.4 7.2 6.9 6.9 7.3 m
λ 0.37 0.4 0.36 0.32 0.45
ΛLE 50.2 49.6 51.5 52.3 51.2 deg
Γ 28.6 40.0 34.6 30.0 10.0 deg

Propulsion

Number of engines 2 2 3 13 12
Engine diameter 2.66 2.57 3.22 1.32 1.75 m
T/W 0.25 0.29 0.26 0.29 0.25 N/N

Hydrogen tanks

Number of tanks 4 4 6 6 4
t/dins 0.096 0.1 0.08 0.08 0.13
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(a) Weights summary (b) Emission summary

Figure 19. Summary of technology sensitivity study for hydrogen BWB aircraft.

(a) Airframe technologies (b) UHBPR engines

(c) Boundary layer ingestion (d) All technologies

Figure 20. Geometric summary of technology sensitivity study for hydrogen BWB aircraft. Red
aircraft represents a reference aircraft without any technologies implemented.

Several important aspects were observed during the sensitivity study. If no airframe
and propulsion technologies are implemented, the required hydrogen tank volume in-
creases rapidly. However, more cabin bays of the aircraft distribute passengers along the
span and make the planform shorter, which also creates physical limits to possible fuel
tank volume outside of the cabin. The design case with initially prescribed three bays
failed to satisfy the volume constraint for the required hydrogen volume, so an option
with two bays was considered instead. This way, a longer cabin provides more volume
but also makes the planform larger. At the same time, an initially described evacuation
issue of hydrogen BWB aircraft becomes even stronger due to a more narrow cabin. Since
no propulsion technologies were implemented, two engines located on the outer wing
were considered to alleviate load from the outer wing. Note that the final configuration
without technologies became similar to a freighter BWB aircraft previously considered by
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Seeckt [13] with comparable design requirements. Given that the freighter was designed
for a mission similar to the B777F (which is a derivative of B777), it is possible to partially
verify the sizing method using the aircraft without technologies. Figure 19a includes a
summary of weights for present aircraft and the freighter reference, in which an error of
empty, maximum take-off, and propulsion system weights does not exceed 11%. On the
other hand, the fuel weight of the designed aircraft is 16% larger than the freighter version,
which is a consequence of different aircraft applications.

Improvements in airframe technologies do not provide significant changes in the
planform compared to the case without any technologies. Fuel burn improved by 4%, while
the planform became slightly smaller. Moreover, sweep angles of the planform increased to
attempt to minimize the relaxed stability of the aircraft which was observed for the case
without technologies and was also stated by Seeckt.

For the case of the aircraft with UHBPR engines, improvements in fuel burn became
significant, so a previously considered three-bay cabin layout became possible. The number
of hydrogen tanks increased compared to the two previous cases since the hydrogen tank
compartment became shorter. Due to a significantly larger fan diameter of engines in the
case of an ultra-high bypass ratio engine, it was concluded to split the thrust among three
smaller engines and place them above the wing. Since more fuel tanks are required for the
configuration, the empty weight became larger compared to the case with airframe technolo-
gies, while the fuel burn was reduced by 19% compared to the case without technologies.
Similar to previous cases, only the relaxed stability of the aircraft was achieved.

If only BLI is considered, then the platform becomes even smaller due to more fuel
efficiency provided by the BLI. Since smaller engines were used compared to the configura-
tion with all technologies considered, it became possible to include one more engine and
further improve fuel efficiency. The fuel burn for the given configuration was reduced by
27% compared to the case without technologies. The planform also became smaller than
the case with all technologies, since static stability was not achieved and the planform of
the aircraft with technologies was significantly affected by static stability requirements. It
is also important to note that the configuration with all technologies achieved a fuel burn
reduction of 30% compared to the case without technologies, which is not substantially
better than the case with BLI only. Such behavior is related to the conflicting influence of
BLI and large fans with higher BPR: higher BPR improves fuel burn but also reduces the
area affected by the BLI. Therefore, both technologies cannot maximize their potential and
the fuel burn does not improve, given that airframe technologies are also present in the case
of all technologies implemented. Minor changes in empty and maximum take-off weights
were observed for the BLI case compared to the case with all technologies and the planform,
On the other hand, smaller engines with BLI may maximize the benefits of the technology
more than the UHBPR alone. Therefore, if targeted performance can be achieved, BLI may
be a more powerful technology compared to the increase in the bypass ratio.

4.3. Verification of Aerodynamics Using High-Fidelity CFD

The present aerodynamic analysis used for the design and optimization is based on a
rather low-fidelity vortex-lattice method and semi-empirical methods, that may be inaccu-
rate for high transonic speeds, especially for unconventional configurations. Inaccurate
estimation of aerodynamic characteristics of the BWB can not only affect estimations of
aircraft’s weight and performance but can also show inadequate stability characteristics
that are highly dependent on the geometry. Therefore, an aerodynamic verification study
based on high-fidelity CFD methods was performed to determine if low-fidelity methods
can be used for the initial sizing without major losses of accuracy. As was previously
shown by Karpuk [74], initial sizing of BWB may be subject to strong shock waves and
inaccurate results due to differences in estimation fidelity. Low-fidelity methods used for
the present work utilized AVL for induced drag estimation, while compressibility drag was
assumed for a straight tapered wing and may not be accurate enough for unconventional
aircraft. Therefore, for each designed configuration, an aerodynamic shape optimization
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was performed to mitigate the aerodynamic limitations of low-fidelity analysis and com-
pare the final results to the initial sizing outcome. This way, if initial values of aerodynamic
coefficients show relatively good agreement with high-fidelity data, one may conclude that
a low-fidelity analysis can be a sufficient option for an assumed good aerodynamic design.

The optimization objective in this work is to reduce the BWB’s drag at a given design
Mach number and lift coefficient with a fixed-wing planform, i.e., the optimizer can adjust
airfoil shapes using FFD points and wing spanwise twist distributions while keeping the
wing span and chords constant.

The BWB configurations designed using methods described in Section 3.3.1 were used
as reference configurations for the aerodynamic optimization. For the sake of simplicity,
vertical stabilizers were removed and only the BWB wing was optimized. To ensure
sufficient accuracy of the mesh used for the analysis and optimization, a grid-Independence
study was performed. The mesh size of 16 million cells was selected as a good compromise
between the solution accuracy and the number of cells, as shown in Figure 21. Each
component’s Y+ value was set in the order of 1 to ensure accuracy in solving the near-wall
boundary layer flow. The optimization problem is generally formulated in Table 13. Here,
the aircraft is optimized with respect to the cruise angle of attack α, local twist angle τ for
each spanwise section, and local position of FFD control points ∆Zwing. The wing FFD
box consists of two layers, one for the upper surface and one for the bottom, each with
6 chordwise by 11 spanwise control points that move vertically during the optimization.
Several constraints were implemented as well. The lift coefficient constraint assures that
the optimized configuration produces the same lift as the baseline configuration at the
corresponding angle of attack. The pairs of control points on the leading and trailing
edges must move an equal amount in opposite directions to avoid a shear twist. Thickness
constraints ensure that the inner wing remains as thick, as was initially prescribed, while
the outer wing may have a relative thickness reduction of up to 10%. Finally, the inner
wing volume constraint was implemented for the inner wing to ensure that a sufficient
volume for both cabin and hydrogen fuel compartments is preserved, as was initially sized
using low-fidelity tools. The inner volume is calculated using the numerical integration of
airfoils for each of the fifteen sections along the wingspan.

Table 13. BWB aerodynamic shape optimization problem.

Kerosene BWB LH2 BWB Description Quantity
Minimize CD Drag coefficient

with respect to −3.0 ≤ α ≤ 5.0 Angle of attack [deg] 1

−3.0 ≤ τ ≤ 1.0 Wing sections twist [deg] 9

−1.0 ≤ ∆Zwing ≤ 1.0 Vertical displacement of
FFD control points [m] 100

Total design variables 110

subject to CL = 0.20 CL = 0.17 Lift coefficient 1

t/tini,inwing ≥ 1.0 Inner wing segment
thickness constraint 50

t/tini,outwing ≥ 0.9 Outer wing segment
thickness constraint 100

∆ZLE,upper = −∆ZLE,lower
Wing fixed trailing

edge constraint 10

∆ZTE,upper = −∆ZTE,lower
Wing fixed trailing

edge constraint 10

Vinwing/Vini,inwing ≥ 1.0 inner wing internal
volume constraint 10

Total constraints 181
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(a) Lift coefficient (b) Drag coefficient

Figure 21. Mesh sensitivity analysis summary.

The comparisons of aerodynamic characteristics between the reference and optimized
configurations at the cruise condition are shown in Figures 22 and 23. All blue marks
represent the initial configuration, while all red marks represent the optimized configu-
ration. As was initially observed in a similar configuration in Ref. [74], the outer wing
features a strong shock wave in both cases, which could not be captured using low-fidelity
tools. Moreover, the lift distribution also deviates from the elliptical one, especially at the
inner wing portion. Results after the optimization show a substantially more uniform lift
distribution compared to the initial one. The twist distribution changed as well and features
a rather rapid growth of twist in the transition region between the inner and outer wings.
As was expected, the inner wing volume remained consistent with the initial one and only
minor shape changes provided more uniform load distribution. The shape optimization
of the outer wing minimizes the upper surface suction peak to weaken the shock wave.
Therefore, given planform changes reduced the drag coefficient of the kerosene BWB and
the LH2 BWB by almost 22% in both cases.

Figure 22. Aerodynamic shape optimization summary of the kerosene BWB aircraft.
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Figure 23. Aerodynamic shape optimization summary of the LH2 BWB aircraft.

As mentioned above, the biggest uncertainty related to the modified aircraft shape and
its aerodynamic and stability effects still remains. If the optimized shape using high-fidelity
tools shows a rather different pressure distribution and therefore a different location of the
neutral point, then the reliability of low-fidelity tools can be seriously questioned. Conse-
quently, aerodynamic angle-of-attack and sideslip angle sweeps for two flight conditions
were performed using both the high-fidelity aerodynamic analysis with ADflow and low-
fidelity methods used during the initial sizing. Airfoil sections obtained after high-fidelity
optimization were imported into the low-fidelity framework, so AVL can process consistent
mean camber lines. Two flight conditions were simulated: cruise flight at the Mach number
of 0.79 and altitude of 7600 m and the low-speed flight at the Mach number of 0.3 at sea
level. Vertical stabilizers sized using a low-fidelity approach were merged with optimized
wing shapes and new meshes were created for aerodynamic analyses, as shown in Figure 24.
The goal of the verification study is to determine deviations in aerodynamic and stability
parameters and detect important limitations of low-fidelity methods. The comparisons
of the kerosene and LH2 BWB aircraft are illustrated in Figures 25 and 26. At low-speed
conditions, the lift coefficient demonstrates a close similarity to AVL, which was initially
expected. The biggest concern was related to the high-speed case, where AVL may not be a
reliable tool.

Figure 24. LH2 mesh using ICEM.
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(a) Lift coefficient (b) Drag coefficient (c) Pitching moment coefficient

(d) Yaw moment coefficient (e) Roll moment coefficient

Figure 25. Comparison of aerodynamic calculation results between low- and high-fidelity methods
for the kerosene BWB aircraft.

(a) Lift coefficient (b) Drag coefficient (c) Pitching moment coefficient

(d) Yaw moment coefficient (e) Roll moment coefficient

Figure 26. Comparison of aerodynamic calculation results between low- and high-fidelity methods
for the LH2 BWB aircraft.

Comparison of lift curves shows a positive shift in the lift curve slope due to compress-
ibility effects that are more accurately captured with high-fidelity tools. Moreover, onsets of
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the flow separation are also captured, which may also set limits to climb rates at given flight
conditions. Generally, a sufficient margin was achieved before the flow separation occurs.

Comparisons of drag polars show relatively good agreement between low-fidelity and
high-fidelity results after the shape optimization at low angles of attack, which concludes
that the method of Shevell can generally be used for compressible flow estimations of well-
designed BWB aircraft since the method was also based on well-designed wing planform
with minimized compressibility drag. However, not a perfect match was achieved at low
angles of attack. Differences in the drag coefficient and minimum lift are within 10% error
for high-speed cases and within 3% for low-speed cases, which indicates imperfections of
the method and its overly optimistic estimates. That will in turn reduce values of initially
expected technological benefits, as was initially observed in Ref. [74]. To rapidly estimate
potential changes in aircraft weights and avoid the generation of surrogate models, a
correction factor proportional to the difference in high-speed drag at low angles of attack
was applied for the cruise segment, since the slope of the drag polar is relatively consistent
with the level of fidelity. Note that the updated geometry with slightly lower outer wing
thicknesses was also imported in SUAVE for the final assessment. The final comparison
is shown in Table 14. Results indicate a minor increase in maximum take-off and empty
weights due to the increase in fuel weight and a snowball effect driven by higher fuel mass.
The fuel burn increase equals 3% for the kerosene aircraft and 5% for the hydrogen aircraft.
Note that the hydrogen fuel tank mass was increased by 9% due to more fuel required
and minor extensions of the fuel tanks compartment were performed to save a similar
number of tanks and make them slightly longer to fit the required fuel. Due to higher
fuel burn, the emission level increased by 3.5% and 4.6% for kerosene and blue hydrogen
options, respectively. These modifications make emission reductions equal to 32% for the
kerosene BWB and 44% and 88% with respect to the B777-300ER. Finally, deviations of drag
polars at higher and lower angles of attack occur due to the presence of shock waves. with
potentially similar costs to conventional aircraft due to advancements in technologies.

Table 14. Comparison of weight before and after high-fidelity refinement for BWB configurations.
The value in parentheses indicates the green hydrogen option.

Parameter Kerosene BWB
before Refinement

Kerosene BWB
after Refinement

LH2 BWB before
Refinement

LH2 BWB after
Refinement Units

mMTOW 262,358 267,962 260,846 264,968 kg
mempty 125,577 128,707 162,900 165,800 kg
m f uel 63,602 65,958 25,316 26,541 kg
mLH2tanks 25,500 27,816 kg
mCO2,eq 371,770 384,023 303,070 315,010 kg/flight

(69,769) (69,148) (69,769)

Although lift curves showed relatively close similarity between the two methods, dif-
ferences in pressure distribution may be rather significant due to differences in calculations
of the lifting surfaces. Results obtained using high-fidelity methods show that pitching
moment curves are shifted down for both cases with the high-speed case having a more
significant curve shift. This fact may affect the trim capabilities of the aircraft and shall be
considered again by constraining the trim within the optimization problem. Deviations
of the pitching moment curve slope are not as significant at low-speed conditions, which
enables a relatively similar estimation of the neutral point, while high-speed cases could
be different. While the kerosene configuration showed relatively small changes in the
moment curve slope, the hydrogen configuration showed stronger deviations. Therefore,
static margins shift backward for the kerosene aircraft by no more than 1% while the static
margin of the LH2 aircraft shifts by up to 2%, which could be rather significant. On the
other hand, the backward shift is more favorable since the aircraft remains statically stable
and low-fidelity tools estimate more conservative cases that could be further updated.
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Lateral moment coefficients also showed strong dependence on geometric characteris-
tics, particularly in the side projection of the aircraft. if the yaw moment is observed, a more
compact planform of the kerosene aircraft shows fewer deviations in moment coefficients
compared to the LH2 configuration. In the case of the hydrogen aircraft, the side projection
of the blended wing increases the moment coefficient compared to the AVL case, which
mostly relies on vertical stabilizers. As for the roll moment coefficient, generic differences
in the lift distribution between AVL and ADFlow as well as an inability of AVL to capture
the curvature of the wing blending at the transition region between the inner and the outer
wing segments make moment coefficients more aggressive for the high-fidelity case, that
needs to be assessed further during the design to prevent an excessive dutch roll tendency.
In this case, AVL data became more optimistic and needs to be treated carefully.

Generally, a sufficient agreement between high-fidelity and low-fidelity tools has been
achieved. Particularly, sufficient confidence was achieved regarding the neutral point
estimation, which significantly affects the planform design. According to the verification
study, low-fidelity tools can be used to conservatively estimate the neutral point location
and accurately estimate the drag of a well-designed planform. Lateral stability about
the roll axis needs to be treated carefully to ensure adequate lateral-directional stability
characteristics, while the yaw moment coefficient estimated with AVL showed a more
conservative trend which is more applicable for early design stages.

5. Conclusions

The present research investigated potential opportunities for a hydrogen-powered
long-range blended wing body with the potential influence of future airframe and propul-
sion technologies. The work introduced an initial sizing framework that includes both low-
and medium-fidelity approaches. In addition, an initial sizing methodology for rapid sizing
of hydrogen-powered BWB aircraft was introduced to perform sizing, analysis, and opti-
mization of the configuration. Technologies such as advanced materials, load alleviation,
boundary layer ingestion, and ultra-high bypass ratio engines were included in the sizing
to investigate potential opportunities for the configuration to be more energy-efficient and
mitigate future emissions.

Two aircraft were sized to demonstrate the potential benefits and drawbacks of the
hydrogen configuration: one powered by liquid hydrogen combustion and one powered by
kerosene. Initial sizing showed a significant dependence of the planform on the size of fuel
tanks. The size of fuel tanks strongly affects the sizing of the cabin, planform dimensions,
and aerodynamic characteristics such as static stability characteristics. Particularly, the
cabin of the BWB aircraft shall be longer and narrower than the one powered by kerosene
to ensure that fuel tanks can be integrated into the geometry without potential range
limitations. That in turn creates an additional concern regarding the viability of such
a configuration of being certified in cases of emergency and crash safety of fuel tank
compartments. Compared to the kerosene BWB aircraft, emissions of the blue hydrogen
configuration may be reduced by 18%, while 44% emission reduction was achieved in
comparison to the reference B777-300ER. The green hydrogen option shows a potential
reduction of 88% compared to B777-300ER. On the other hand, the commercial viability of
the hydrogen configuration highly depends on the fuel price. Given advanced technologies
and their costs penalty, potentially favorable scenarios are possible for up to the base
price scenario for the hydrogen aircraft and only for the optimistic scenario for the green
hydrogen. At the same time, the kerosene option may have a favorable combination of
significant emission reductions and acceptable operating costs compared to the reference
aircraft with current technologies. Moreover, although substantial emission reductions
were achieved by the hydrogen configuration using the benefits of the configuration and
future technologies, its energy demand remains high and establishes a major challenge to
green energy production. It also needs to be noted that limitations of the configuration may
be caused by the selection of the fuel tank location inside the aircraft. Therefore, further
design explorations are encouraged to try to look for other potential solutions.
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Technology sensitivity studies indicated a strong dependence of the planform shape on
the achievements of airframe technologies. UHBPR engines and BLI technologies showed
the strongest impact on emissions but also demonstrated mutually conflicting interference
due to the mechanisms of their implementation.

Finally, aerodynamic concerns regarding low-fidelity methods were verified using
aerodynamic analysis and optimization techniques. An applicable level of lift and drag
coefficients was achieved, although minor deviations were observed and need to be ac-
counted for as early, as possible. The moment coefficients showed a strong dependence
on the three-dimensional shape of the aircraft. The estimation of the neutral point and
weathervane stability showed that low-fidelity tools can conservatively estimate the air-
craft’s behavior, while roll stability shall be treated more carefully since its value appeared
higher than the ones estimated using low-fidelity tools. In the case of the initial sizing using
SUAVE, values of lift and drag are applicable to have a reliable initial estimate of aircraft
weights and emissions.

Generally, the hydrogen long-range aircraft remains a promising configuration for
future more sustainable aircraft, but the significant effort needs to be put to solve general
configurational problems of BWB aircraft that were even strengthened by the hydrogen fuel
and its storage requirements. Particularly, solutions for emergency evacuation exits need
to be found to satisfy rather narrow hydrogen BWB cabins and comply with certification
regulations. Such an issue is important for both ground operations and the ditching case.
Moreover, a general problem of the potential relaxed stability of BWB aircraft needs to
be addressed further to make BWB generally applicable for commercial operations. The
problem of the structural layout will still remain open and is not improved for the hydrogen
BWB. Finally, a generic problem of crash safety of the BWB with the presence of hydrogen
tanks shall be thoroughly addressed, especially in the case of the landing gear allocation in
close proximity to fuel tanks.
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